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OBJECTIVES OF THE ACTIVITY: To help the children use their creativity and imagination and 

make different things using various mediums of art.  The art of decoupage is essentially the art of 

decorating an object with cut outs. These cut outs most commonly involve paper, but they could 

include a whole host of objects used in upcycling or adding flair to objects. 

 

  

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:  

The word decoupage comes from Middle French "decouper", meaning to cut out or cut from something. 

Decoupage  is the art of decorating an object by gluing coloured paper cut-outs onto it in combination 

with special paint effects, gold leaf and other decorative elements. Commonly, an object like a small box 

or an item of furniture is covered by cut-outs from magazines or from purpose-manufactured papers.  

 When someone has made a decoupage craft then, that person has taken an object and used a special 

type of glue (Mod Podge) to adorn it with decorations. As mentioned, paper is the most common 

material used in decoupage, as it can be sealed with decoupage glue to make it look as if it was originally 

part of the object it is adorning. To this end, there are a plethora of different decoupage glues available 

that offer a wide variety of finishes and textures. Mod Podge is one of many available decoupage glues, 

each with a different consistency and finish.  

 
 

WHAT WENT WELL?  
The students were able to use their creativity to create various objects. The learning about new craft 

activity DECOUPAGE . with this activity they learn  how  they can decorate  waste objects like bottles, un 

even utensils ,wooden box ,table chair etc and  use that again . 
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